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Advanced methods of

molecular dynamics

1. Monte Carlo methods

2. Free energy calculations

3. Ab initio molecular dynamics

4. Quantum molecular dynamics

5. Trajectory analysis

Indirect methods for ∆G
1.Thermodynamic integration

2. Free energy perturbation

3. Umbrella sampling

4. Potential of mean force

5. Other methods for speeding up sampling:

Metadynamics, replica exchange,

annealing, energy space sampling, +
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Reaction coordinate

Generalized coordinate 

useful, intuitively appealing, but be careful

Examples:

• dissociation: AB  ->  A  +  B

• Proton transfer: A-H+B ->  A+H-B

• Ramachandran angles, radius of gyration,..

Gas phase vs. condensed phase, 

Does solvent play a role, or should be its degrees of freedom 

integrated out?

Reaction coordinate

String method for collective variables to obtain a family of 

approximate isocommittor surfaces

What is a good reaction coordinate?

Committor concept:

Process that takes us from A to B

p
B
(r)+ probability that a trajectory initiated

from a configuration r with velocities sampled from a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution will arrive in state B before state A

For transition state: p
B
(r) = 0.5

Histogram test of the quality 

No analytical expression
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WHAM
Unbiasing procedure of umbrella sampling:

Umbrella potentials                        biased probability distributions

Glue distributions together to obtain full probability distribution:

under constraint

Minimize statistical error in the distribution

Potential of mean force
Assuming pair additivity of potential energy, all thermodynamic 

functions can be expressed as function of g(r).

Effective potential between 2 particles averaged over others.

Its derivative with respect to the separation is mean force.
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Born – Oppenheimer MD
“on-the-fly”, at the BO surface

• solving the static electronic structure problem in each MD step

• time–dependence of the electronic structure is a consequence 

of nuclear motion

MI∂
2RI/∂t
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Electronic structure method:

Density functional theory

Kohn-Sham (KS) formulation:

E[n] = ET[n] + EV[n] +EH[n] + EXC[n] + EII

Electron density:                              ; � �� =�|�� �� |	
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Detour: Integration in DFT

No analytic solution for integrals  � �, ∇�, … �3�
Sharp maxima in the vicinity of the nuclei => 

3D Cartesian grid cannot be used, decomposition to atom-

centered contributions

Becke integration

Voronoi polyhedra, transformation to spherical coordinates

Density fitting, auxiliary basis

Gaussian distribution can be approximated by the expansion

Advantageous for non-hybrid DFT
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Basis set - repetition
Gaussians:

Chemical insight, good already for small basis set sizes, 

computationally efficient for multicenter integrals, but position 

dependent, non-OG, BSSE.

Plane waves:

independent of the nuclei position (good for forces), no BSSE,  

one parameter controls the basis set size, OG, numerical 

efficiency through use of FFT, but  large number of basis set 

elements needed, loss of chemical insight.

Pseudopotential:

Instead of the nuclei Coulombic potential,

use a core “nuclear  + core electrons” potential,

Valence electrons will “feel” this pseudopotential.

Calculating energies

Kinetic energy is analytic:

Two representations of electron density:

Pseudopotential

Short range term as two or three centre overlap integrals

The long range term treated as part of the electrostatic energy

Electrostatic energy

Electrostatic energy in periodic system is conditionally converging 

sum. Ewald summation.

Long rang in Fourier space, short range in real space.
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Forces
Computed explicitly as a gradient of energy at the optimum n

Coulomb and exchange-correlation terms on the grid

Others analytically

Potential from nuclei v explicitly depend on RI:

The basis set elements depend on RI:

Density matrix itself depend on RI:

Leads to derivatives of overlap matrix, for RI independent 

basis set = 0, otherwise Pulay force

Wavefunction optimization

Traditional diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian:

Minimization of the energy functional

non-linear minimization scheme to minimize the KS energy

• Obtain lowest occupied orbitals from diagonalization of 

the KS matrix for a test density

• Density from occupied orbitals

• Update test density until self-consistency

Initial guess from previous MD steps using Always Stable 

Predictor Corrector


